Anna Vanderberg
What a Little Moonlight Can Do (Harry Woods)
Stardust (Hoagy Charmichael & Mitchell Parish)

Yuewen Wang
Fly Me to The Moon (Bart Howard)
Night and Day (Cole Porter)

Elaine Quarles
How Insensitive (A.C. Jobim)
Confirmation (Charlie Parker)

Sam Jacobs
But For Now (Bob Dorough)
Don't Forget Your Shoes (S. Jacobs)

Mae Czuba
Never Will I Marry (Frank Loesser)
Ode to Super (Jackie McLean)

Yichi Dang
Don't Explain (Billie Holiday and Arthur Herzog Jr.)
No More Blues (A.C. Jobim)

Instrumentalists:
Dylan Rowland, piano
Jeremy Galaway, guitar
Steve Porter, bass
Jimmy Gavagan, drums
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